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DALLAS – APRIL 25, 2009 – American Leather unveils its latest design in
cutting-edge convertible sleeping during Spring High Point Market.

This

breakthrough in convertible comfort has been redesigned to fit a new Queen Plus
chaise in all Comfort Sleeper styles, offering even more choice to the consumer
for this “best-sleep” sofa sleeper model.
With a reconfigured mechanism that no longer relies on the arms of
the sofa to support the track mechanism, this new sofa sleeper is
designed to easily fit inside a sectional – making this collection both
fashionable and highly functional – day and night.
AMERICAN

LEATHER’s

award-winning

Comfort

Sleepers

are

designed by Robert and Barbara Tiffany, and feature the Tiffany
24/7™, a patented sofa sleeper mechanism design that offers the
industry’s most comfortable and innovative convertible sofa bed.
Founded in 1990, AMERICAN

The bed’s solid wood platform design means no bars, no springs and no sagging,

LEATHER is a manufacturer

topped off with a five-inch foam cushion mattress. The mattress is also now

of custom upholstered,

available with Crypton® ticking, a mess-free, stress-free fabric that is stain,

premium leather and fabric

moisture and microbial resistant.

furniture, and is recognized
as one of the leaders of

“AMERICAN LEATHER has consistently seen great consumer interest in sectional

innovative, high-quality,

seating that also multi-functional,” says Bruce Birnbach, president. “Offering the

made-to-order furniture

new Queen Plus sectional option is a way in which we can take the best-selling

without the wait. Please visit

Comfort Sleeper, and make it even more revolutionary.”

www.americanleather.com
for more information.

The new Queen Plus sectional will be available in all Comfort Sleeper styles in
any of American Leather’s fabrics, leathers or Ultrasuedes®.

Please visit AMERICAN LEATHER’s showroom at High Point Market
-Showplace, 5th Floor-

